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Outline

Topic: the effects of labour market (LM) reforms

I Same as OECD bit in the GS impact assessment

I Intuition/model on effects of reforms

I Empirical results compared to OECD

I Caveats
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Same as OECD
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The LM bit
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The LM bit
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Same as OECD

OECD estimates on effects of LM reforms, see:

I Generally, OECD “Going for Growth” report

I Specifically, Bassanini and Duval (2006, 2009)

Orlandi (2012) covers part of OECD’s LM analysis:

I Effect of Labour tax wedge

I Effect of ALMP

I Effect of Unemployment benefits

I 1st results in 2012, continuously updated in the
context of the EU Semester.
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Model/intuition

Policy gaps analysis (selected) key messages

I Addressing long-term unemployment and permanent
labour force exit through [...] use of effective active
labour market programmes (ALMPs); and restricting
early retirement and the use of inactive benefits [...]

I Increasing job creation through reducing non-wage
costs [...]

I Removing disincentives to formal participation [...]
ensuring that labour regulations and tax-benefit
systems do not create disincentives.
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Model/intuition

A simple LM model: Blanchard and Katz (1999)
augmented with LM structural indicators.

Labour demand:

wt − θalmpt − pt = c+ yt − lt
Labour supply:

wt − taxt − pet = a0udt + (1− µ)bet − µpret − βut + awt

bt = b0t + prt − κtaxt
Equilibrium:

u∗t =
−c+ a0udt − θalmpt + (1− µ)b0t + (1− κ(1− µ))taxt

β
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Model/intuition

This (basic) model suggests that u∗t :

I increases as power of unions increases

I increases as labour tax wedge increases

I increases as unemployment benefits increases

I decreases as ALMP increases
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Model/intuition

u∗t is not ut:

I need to control for the business cycle in regressions

I or use NAIRU

I need to control even for more:
I non-cyclical part of unemployment not quite u∗t either
I there are hysteresis effects
I non-cyclical part of unemployment can be affected by

(temporary) medium term cycles
I non-cyclical part of unemployment might not always

return to pre-crisis level
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The empirical set up

Panel regression, 13 EU countries, spanning 1980-2012.

Dependent variable:

I NAIRU (or unemployment rate plus a business cycle
control)

Independent variable:

I Set of macro variables controlling for persistent
Demand effects - i.e. hysteresis effects.

I Set of LM structural/institutional indicators → effects
of LM reforms on the dependent variable
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Empirical results
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(most recent preferred)

Empirical results
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Comments on econometric

strategy

I Static regression → we are after the long run effects

I Some non-stationary variables yet we find signs of
cointegration. Also, even if cointegration would fail,
spurious regression issue is more benign in panel set
up. (see Phillips Moon (1999, 2000); Coakley, Fuertes
and Smith (2001)).

I Further checkings à la Berger and Everaert (2009)
could be envisaged.

I We tested alternative estimators (FM-OLS, MG, RC).
All yield broadly similar results

I Dynamic set up (ECM, if cointegration) could provide
information on speed of reform effects
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Comparing unemployment reform

elasticities
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Caveats

I Indicators used have their own limits

I Elasticities estimates are uncertain (many alternative
regressions)

I Are we overlooking policy interactions (see e.g. Fiori et
al (2012)) → the “strategy” part of Growth Strategies

I How do reforms interact with macro policies?

I How quickly should we phase in implementation of
reforms (i.e. phase in shocks into the IMF model)?
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Caveats
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Concluding remarks
I Reform eleasticities used by OECD plausible

I Caveats → large uncertainties surrounding
quantification

I Communication risky and challenging

I Do we need to be precise?

I Some empirically validation important (OECD stands
as a prominent contributor in this field)

I Imprecise as it might quantification and indicators
useful/efficient to monitor complex dynamics and spot
issues.

I Country-led country-owned adds the narrative but
quantification helps consistency across countries.

I Why not use indicators more prominently also for
monitoring of implementation, to foster consistency?
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Thank you!
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Indicators’ definition

I Labour tax wedge: labour tax wedge on low wage (i.e.
67% of AW) earners. Wedge comprises income tax on
gross wage plus employee’s and employer’s social
security contributions.

I UB repl. rate: average across 3 family types, average
and low wage earner case and across 2 unemployment
spell situations (i.e. overall UB generosity indicator
combines 12 types of worker situations).

I ALMP: cat. 1-7 of Eurostat LMP indicator. Cat 8-9 is
”passive” LMP (out-of-work benefits, early
retirement). We compute ALMP per unemployed,
divided by GDP per capita (i.e. a comparable ALMP
”intensity” indicator).
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